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Cargo Net
$93.80*

From grocery bags to sporting goods, the Lexus 
cargo net keeps it all together. The highly elastic 
envelope structure can hold items up to 30 
pounds in an upright position. Since the cargo area 
already has anchors built in, the net is extremely 
easy to install.

Cargo Liner
$165.90*

Watch the Video
This custom-designed Cargo Liner was created 
specifically to help protect the rear cargo area of 
your vehicle from dirt, debris, and liquid spills. The 
Cargo Liner is made of a TPR (Thermo Plastic 
Rubber) which facilitates loading and unloading. It 
is also flexible and light so it can be easily lifted for 
access to storage panels beneath, if applicable.

All Season Floor Liners
$185.90*

The custom-designed All Season Floor Liners are 
an advanced concept in superior protection for the 
vehicle's interior. • The All Season Floor Liners fully 
cover the floor and surrounding edges. • high 
barriers are designed to trap water, mud, and small 
debris – keeping the interior of the vehicle clean 
and dry. • The high-tech TPE material ensure these 
mats will not crack or harden in freezing weather. • 
Advanced design makes the mats fit perfectly into 
your vehicle and prevent them from shifting. • 
Features a sculpted vehicle logo on the front liners.
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* Default pricing includes installation and is estimated for the Province detected or selected. When you select a Dealership, accessory pricing is updated to reflect suggested retail 
price plus installation at the Dealership-specific labour rate.

https://www.lexus.ca/lexus/en/configure-price/is?model=BA1D2V&year=2018&accVideo=A3625#/accessories
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Rear Bumper Appliqué
$117.70*

Load and unload with peace of mind. The rear 
bumper appliqué helps keep the top surface of 
your Lexus looking like new. Designed and cut for 
an exact fit to the vehicle’s rear bumper. Made 
from a durable, UV-resistant, non-yellowing 8-mil 
clear polyurethane protection film that meets 
Lexus' rigid engineering standards, the appliqué 
helps protect the rear bumper from minor 
scratches, gouges and marring. Stain-, chemical- 
and fuel-resistant, the rear bumper appliqué is 
finished with an integrated, pearl-coated Lexus 
logo that enhances the vehicle’s appearance.

Pro Series Paint Protection Film
$434.00*

The Genuine Lexus Pro Series Paint Protection 
Film is designed for the hood and front fenders 
and helps guard your vehicle from weathering, UV 
radiation and road debris that can chip and scratch 
the finish. Constructed from transparent 
thermoplastic urethane, the clear-coated film helps 
maintain a like-new appearance for your Lexus. 
Backed by a 10 year limited warranty. At 
participating dealers only.

Body Side Moulding
$304.50*

Sleek and amazingly durable, Lexus body side 
mouldings feature a high-quality body-color finish 
and are rigorously tested for impact and chip 
resistance in extreme climates. They are also 
designed to resist peeling in high-pressure 
washing and normal environmental exposure. By 
protecting the door from scratches, dents and 
chipping, this premium accessory helps retain the 
vehicles resale value.

Exterior Accessories

START+ Long Range Remote 
Engine Starter
$940.75*

Watch the Video
Lexus START+ Long Range Remote Engine 
Starter enables you to start your Lexus from 800 
meters or 2,600 feet away (range can be affected 
by the surrounding environment). Lexus START+ 
also activates the pre-set heating, the air 
conditioning system, as well as the front and rear 
defoggers. * The Lexus START+ is designed for 
vehicles with automatic transmission only and 
might not be available for all vehicles. The range 
can be affected by the surrounding environment. 
Not all features are applicable to all models. Please 
consult your Dealer for more details. Laws in some 
communities may restrict the use of Remote 
Engine Starters, please check your local 
regulations.

Lexus Genuine Dash Camera
$629.90*

Watch the Video
Record your life adventures in full HD 1080p with 
the Lexus Genuine Dash Camera. Four modes: 
Continuous Recording, Adventure Mode, Parking 
Surveillance and Incident Recording. The Dash 
Camera also includes is fully integrated with GPS 
and G-force sensors that capture your position 
and speed, allowing you to download your journey 
to your mobile app and/or desktop (app and 
software required). Industrial grade micro SD card 
included.

Kit: Illuminated Door Sill 
Protectors (front and rear).
$444.00*

Watch the Video
Heighten the thrill of stepping into your Lexus with 
illuminated door sills for the driver and front 
passenger doors. Precision-contoured to fit the 
vehicle, the sills feature brushed stainless steel to 
help protect against unsightly scuffs, scrapes and 
scratches. The front door sills feature LED 
illumination of the Lexus name in glowing white 
whenever the front doors are opened. These 
illuminated door sill enhancements are designed to 
meet Lexus' high standards for precision fit and 
finish, so you can be assured of long-lasting beauty 
and durability. Kit of 4 (front and rear).

* Default pricing includes installation and is estimated for the Province detected or selected. When you select a Dealership, accessory pricing is updated to reflect suggested retail 
price plus installation at the Dealership-specific labour rate.

https://www.lexus.ca/lexus/en/configure-price/is?model=BA1D2V&year=2018&accVideo=A4107#/accessories
https://www.lexus.ca/lexus/en/configure-price/is?model=BA1D2V&year=2018&accVideo=A3517#/accessories
https://www.lexus.ca/lexus/en/configure-price/is?model=BA1D2V&year=2018&accVideo=A3581#/accessories
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F SPORT  18 inch Alloy Wheel
$1,676.20*

Add a bold directional look to your IS with these 
 18” five-spoke performance wheels. The F SPORT 

wheel offset improves track width, enhancing 
cornering performance and overall handling. An 

 logo center cap completes the look. The F SPORT 
wheels are dynamically tested to meet all Lexus 
performance standards. Compatible with the Tire 
Pressure Monitor System and chassis safety 
systems. Price displayed includes a set of four 
wheels with tire installation. Tires sold separately.

Lexus Genuine  AccessoriesF SPORT 

Side Window Deflectors
$474.50*

The Genuine Lexus Side Window Deflectors are 
aerodynamically shaped to minimize wind noise 
and buffering when driving with open windows. 
The deflectors are designed to integrate flawlessly 
with your Lexus, while maintaining its sleek look. 
Breathe in the fresh air without having to worry 
about wind, rain or the cold Canadian snow.

Rear Spoiler
$524.00*

Enhance the bold aerodynamic presence of your 
vehicle with a trunk-mounted lip spoiler colour-
keyed to precisely match your vehicle. 
Manufactured from high-quality materials that are 
durable yet light in weight, the spoiler gives your 
Lexus a distinctive style.

* Default pricing includes installation and is estimated for the Province detected or selected. When you select a Dealership, accessory pricing is updated to reflect suggested retail 
price plus installation at the Dealership-specific labour rate.
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